In an earlier study on intersonic crack propagation, Gao et al. (J. Mech. Phys. Solids 49: 2113-2132 , 2001 ) described molecular dynamics simulations and continuum analysis of the dynamic behaviors of a mode II dominated crack moving along a weak plane under a constant loading rate. The crack was observed to initiate its motion at a critical time after the onset of loading, at which it is rapidly accelerated to the Rayleigh wave speed and propagates at this speed for a finite time interval until an intersonic daughter crack is nucleated at a peak stress at a finite distance ahead of the original crack tip. The present article aims to analyze this behavior for a mode III crack moving along a bi-material interface subject to a constant loading rate. We begin with a crack in an initially stress-free bi-material subject to a steadily increasing stress. The crack initiates its motion at a critical time governed by the Griffith criterion. After crack initiation, two scenarios of crack propagation are investigated: the first one is that the crack moves at a constant subsonic velocity; the second one is that the crack moves at the lower shear wave speed of the two materials. In the first scenario, the shear stress ahead of the crack tip is singular with exponent −1/2, as expected; in the second scenario, the stress singularity vanishes but a peak stress is found to emerge at a distance ahead of the moving crack tip. In the latter case, a daughter crack supersonic with respect to the softer medium can be expected to emerge ahead of the initial crack once the peak stress reaches the cohesive strength of the interface.
For mode III cracks in a homogeneous solid, only subsonic crack propagation is thought to be possible. For mode I cracks in a homogeneous solid, the physically admissible stress singularity and the energy release rate vanish for all crack velocities above the Rayleigh wave speed, rendering a forbidden zone that covers the complete intersonic and supersonic regimes in a linear elastic solid. A mode II crack faces a forbidden velocity zone between the Rayleigh and shear wave speeds. Other than this forbidden zone, a mode II crack is allowed to propagate in both sub-Rayleigh and super-shear velocity regimes. The limiting speed for a mode II crack is the Rayleigh wave speed only if the forbidden velocity zone is impenetrable. The mechanism by which a shear crack could jump from sub-Rayleigh to super-shear velocities has been studied by many researchers [3, [6] [7] [8] 23, 25, 39, 40, 47, 48, 52, 53] . It has been found that the energy release rate is strictly zero at the Rayleigh wave speed, but a positive peak of shear stress developing at the shear wave front ahead of the crack tip could induce a microcrack, or a daughter crack, that moves at speeds exceeding the shear wave speed.
Recent studies have also been directed at combined atomistic-continuum studies of dynamic crack propagation along bi-material interfaces. Buehler and Gao [10] found that interface crack motion under large tensile loading can reach the Rayleigh wave speed of the stiffer material via nucleation of a daughter crack ahead of the initial (mother) crack, and that interface crack motion under shear-dominated loading can reach the longitudinal wave speed of the stiffer material by a mother-daughter-granddaughter mechanism that involves a sequential nucleation events of one generation of (mother) cracks giving birth to the next generation (daughter) cracks to overcome multiple speed barriers as an initially static interface crack is accelerated toward its ultimate limiting speed. These results are also largely consistent with other theoretical [42] as well as experimental results [49] .
A logical extension of the above studies is that the limiting speed for a mode III interface crack should be the shear wave speed of the stiffer material, with daughter/granddaughter crack mechanisms to overcome possible intermediate speed barriers as an initial static crack is accelerated toward this limiting speed. This assertion will be studied and confirmed in the present study. We point out that a number of fundamental solutions for dynamic mode III interface cracks have been obtained by several authors [34, 35, 43, 63] . Motivated by the set up of molecular dynamics simulations of crack propagation [3] [4] [5] 12, 10, 11] , we will consider an initially static mode III interface crack subject to a steadily increasing load which eventually leads to the initiation of dynamic crack motion and nucleation of a daughter crack to break through the first sound barrier. We will show that the results of this analysis are fully consistent with what would be expected based on previous studies on cracks under mode I and mode II loading conditions.
Description of the problem
Consider a bimaterial system composed of two homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic solids. Materials 1 and 2 occupy the lower and upper half-planes, respectively. A semi-infinite crack lying along the interface of the bimaterial is initially stress-free and at rest. At time t = 0, the nominal shear stress is assumed to increase at a constant rate ofτ 0 . At time t = t init , the crack suddenly starts to propagate along the bimaterial interface at a constant speed v, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The deformation field can be decomposed into the following two sub-problems. First, a uniform deformation field corresponding to the constant loading rateτ 0 is applied in the same bimaterial without the crack; the initial velocity field is consistent withτ 0 such that there are no waves from the remote field, and the shear stress continues to rise in time as
The second sub-problem has a constant shear tractionτ 0 t imposed on the crack faces (including the new ones generated by crack propagation) in order to negate the crack-face tractions from the first sub-problem. There is no initial velocity field. The crack tip remains stationary until a critical time, t = t init , is reached at which the Griffith criterion is met. The crack tip then starts to propagate along the interface of the bimaterial.
General solutions for a propagating crack with a constant velocity
First, consider the fundamental problem of a mode III interface crack moving with a constant velocity v, which is less than the smaller shear wave speed of the two materials. A uniformly distributed antiplane shear tractionτ 0 t is applied on the original crack faces as well as the new ones generated by crack propagation. Figure 2 shows the interface crack geometry and the coordinate systems. Materials 1 and 2 occupy the two half-spaces. The coordinate ξ is fixed with respect to the moving crack tip,
where we assume v < C s1 < C s2 , C si (i = 1, 2) denotes the shear wave speeds of the two materials and the subscript i (i = 1, 2) refers to the lower and upper media, respectively. In order to analyze this problem, it is convenient to express the governing equations of wave motions in the moving coordinates ξ − y as follows [20] ⎧
in which w i (i = 1, 2) are the out-of-plane displacements in the two materials. The non-vanishing shear stresses are
where μ i (i = 1, 2) are the shear moduli of the two materials.
Using one-sided Laplace transform with respect to time t and two-sided Laplace transform with respect to ξ [20] ,ŵ
the governing Eq. 3 become
General solutions in the transform domain, which are bounded as y → ±∞, can be expressed as
where the functions P(s, ς) and Q(s, ς) are to be determined by the boundary conditions and β i (ς ) are given by
where
The displacements and shear stresses must be continuous across the interface, which gives the following conditions,
On the crack faces, there are
Applying a one-sided Laplace transform with respect to time and a two-sided Laplace transform with respect to ξ on the shear stresses [20] 
and combining transforms in Eqs. 5 and 6 on the displacements, the boundary conditions (12) (13) (14) become
In the transform domain, using the following relation,
yields
In addition, Eqs. (8-9) and (17-18) lead to,
Solving Eqs. 23 and 24, we obtain
Substituting Eqs. 25 and 26 into Eq. 23, we have the following Wiener-Hopf equation,
At this point it is convenient to introduce a new function R(ς ) by defining
The Wiener-Hopf procedure requires R(ς ) to be factored into the product of sectionally analytical functions
The function R(ς ) has the properties that R(ς ) → 1 as |ς | → ∞, and that R(ς ) has neither zeros nor poles in the ς -plane with cuts along
The factorization of R(ς ) begins by choosing two clockwise contours + and − which embrace the branch cuts in the left and right half planes, respectively, followed by rewriting Eq. 31 as
and a similar expression for log R − (ς ). These results lead to
and
In view of the previous discussion, Eq. 28 may be written as
then
The left-hand side of this equation is regular for Re(ς ) < 1/(C s2 + v), while the right-hand side is regular for Re(ς ) > −1/(C s2 − v). Applying the analytical continuation argument, therefore, each side of Eq. 34 represents one and the same entire function E(ς )
In order to ensure continuity of displacement when ς → −∞, i.e. ξ → 0 − and vanishing of stresses when ς → 0 + , i.e., ξ → ∞, we have
which yields
Equations 15 and 20 show that the shear stress in the Laplace transform domain iŝ
The corresponding stress intensity factor in the Laplace transform domain iŝ
Inverting the one-sided Laplace transform with respect to s, the stress intensity factor in (ξ, y, t) coordinate system can be obtained,
where R + (0) can be obtained from Eq. 34.
Solutions for a stationary crack
As mentioned in Sect. 2, the crack tip remains stationary until a critical time of initiation t = t init . The dynamic deformation field of the stationary crack will be analyzed in this section. The solutions can be obtained by substituting 0 for v in all the equations in Sect. 3, so that the corresponding stress intensity factor for the stationary crack can be expressed as
The energy release rate for the stationary interface crack is
The Griffith criterion would predict that the crack tip will start to propagate when the crack tip energy release rate reaches the fracture energy of the interface, γ ,
The critical time for crack initiation, at which the crack tip starts to move, is determined from Eqs. 47 and 49 as
This predicts that the crack initiation time is proportional to the fracture energy via γ 1/3 , and is inversely proportional to the applied loading rate viaτ 2/3 0 , which is also be found in [23] for interface crack initiation under in-plane shear and normal loading with constant stress rates.
For a homogeneous solid, i.e. μ 1 = μ 2 , C s1 = C s2 = C s , the stress intensity factor is
Using the Griffith criterion
yields the crack initiation time
where γ is the surface energy.
The shear stress ahead of the stationary crack tip in the Laplace transform domain can be obtained from Eq. 42 asτ
Assuming η = −xς ,τ
Inverting the one-sided Laplace transform, we obtain the solutions of the shear stress ahead of the stationary crack tip as
where the superscript "1" of τ yz denotes the first part of the result in the second sub-problem.
Transient solutions for a crack suddenly propagating at t = t init
In this section, a transient analysis will be performed for a mode III crack suddenly propagating with a constant velocity v at time t = t init . The constant loading rateτ 0 is imposed on the entire crack faces (including the new ones generated by crack propagation). Two cases are considered, one is v < C s1 and another is v = C s1 . The moving coordinate ξ now is
where t is the total time and the governing equations of wave motions in the moving coordinates ξ − y are the same as Eq. 3.
The case of 0 < v < C s1
In this case, we take t 1 as the time elapsed since the beginning of crack propagation, so that
The corresponding boundary conditions on the interface are
and the tractions on the crack faces can be written as
Using one-sided Laplace transform with respect to the time t 1 and two-sided Laplace transform with respect to ξ , the expressions for the displacement fields in the transform domain are the same as those in Eqs. 17 and 18. The stress fields in the transform domain become
Following the same method in Sect. 3, we obtain
As the moving crack tip propagates at a subsonic speed, the stress field has a singularity with exponent −1/2. The corresponding stress intensity factor in the Laplace transform domain iŝ
The shear stress ahead of the propagating crack tip in the Laplace transform domain can be obtained from Eqs. 42 and 66 aŝ
Assuming η = −ξς, then
Inverting the one-sided Laplace transform with respect to s, we obtain the transient shear stress ahead of the crack tip as
where the superscript "2" of τ yz denotes the second part of the result in the second sub-problem.
The case of v = C s1
A critical velocity for a mode III interface crack is v = C s1 , at which the stress singularity vanishes and the energy release rate is zero. Gao et al. [23] used a combined atomistic-continuum approach to investigate a mode II dominated intersonic crack in a homogeneous material and showed that, as the crack propagates at the Rayleigh wave speed, the stress singularity vanishes but the shear stress exhibits a very sharp peak ahead of the moving crack tip, which facilitates the nucleation of an intersonic daughter crack. Here, we analyze if a peak stress would emerge as a mode III crack begins to move at the lower shear wave speed of the two materials. For the transient velocity v = C s1 , Eq. 10 becomes
Using the same method as in previous sections, the final Wiener-de Hoop equation can be expressed as
Substituting Eqs. 72 and 73 into Eq. 74 yields
Corresponding to Eq. 29, in this case R(ς ) is introduced as
which can be factorized into two regular functions R + (ς ) and R − (ς ) as
We then obtain
Equations (79-80) can also be obtained from Eqs. 65 and 66 by inserting v = C s1 .
As ξ → 0, the shear stress in the Laplace transform domain
which means that the singularity of the stress field ahead of the moving crack tip vanishes when the velocity of the crack tip attains the lower shear wave speed of the two materials.
Using the inverse of two-sided Laplace transformation, we obtain
Inverting the one-sided Laplace transform with respect to s, the shear stress ahead of the crack tip can be written as
The total shear stress ahead of the moving crack tip
As mentioned in Sect. 2, the original problem consists of two sub-problems. For the second sub-problem, the diffracted waves include two parts: the first one is induced from the stationary crack tip and the second one is generated from the propagating crack tip as the crack starts to move. In Sects. 4 and 5, we have obtained the shear stress fields ahead of the crack tip, respectively, so that the total shear stress ahead of the crack tip for t > t init can be obtained as follows.
The case of v < C s1
For the case of v < C s1 , the total shear stress ahead of the crack tip is the sum of the uniform shear stress in Eq. 1 from the first sub-problem and the non-uniform shear stress from the second sub-problem stated above,
where τ 1 yz can be obtained from Sect. 4, in which v = 0, as
and τ 2 yz has been obtained in Sect. 5.1, in which 0
it should be noted that R(ς ) and β(ς) in Eqs. 86 and 87 correspond to the cases of v = 0 and 0 < v < C s1 , respectively.
The case of v = C s1
For the case of v = C s1 , the total shear stress ahead of the crack tip is
R(ς ) and β(ς) in Eqs. 89 and 90 correspond to the cases of v = 0 and v = C s1 , respectively.
Numerical results and predictions
From the above analysis, one can see that the stress field ahead of the moving crack tip is singular when v < C s1 and the singularity vanishes when v = C s1 . The total shear stresses are shown in Eqs. 85-87 and 88-90, respectively. Numerical methods are used to calculate the stress distributions ahead of the crack tip. The shear stress distribution ahead of the moving crack tip in Eqs. 85-87 for v = 0.8C s1 is shown in Fig. 3 at five times the initiation time for crack propagation, i.e., t = 5t init and C s1 /C s2 = 0.5, where the shear stress is normalized by the loading rateτ 0 and the initiation time t init , and the distance ξ > 0 to the moving crack tip is normalized by the lower shear wave speed C s1 and t init . It is clearly observed that the shear stress is singular near the crack tip.
Equations 88-90 for the shear stress distribution ahead of the moving crack tip for v = C s1 is shown in Fig. 4 at five times the initiation time for crack propagation, i.e., t = 5t init and C s1 /C s2 = 0.5, where the shear stress is also normalized by the loading rateτ 0 and the initiation time t init , and the distance ξ > 0 to the moving crack tip is normalized by the lower shear wave speed C s1 and t init . It is clearly observed that the singularity vanishes but the shear stress has a peak ahead of the crack tip. In fact, it can be shown from Eqs. 88-90 that, for any time t > t init , the peak always occurs at some distance ahead of the moving crack tip. Similar to Gao et al. [23] , it can be expected that a daughter crack would emerge at the position of the peak when the peak value attains the theoretical strength of the interface and a faster crack supersonic with respect to the soft medium should be found under this situation.
From numerical calculation, we find that the relationship between the normalized shear stress τ yz /(τ 0 t init ) and the normalized distance ξ/(C s1 t init ) only depends on two ratios, i.e., C s1 /C s2 and t/t init . Compared to the Fig. 4 Distribution of the normalized shear stress σ yz /(τ 0 t init ) ahead of the propagating interface crack tip as a function of the normalized distance ξ/(C s1 t init ) from the crack tip for the case of t = 5t init , C s1 /C s2 = 0.5 and v = C s1 . Note that singularity in the stress field vanishes, but a peak emerges at a distance ahead of the crack tip case of a mode II crack moving at the Rayleigh wave speed in a homogeneous material [23] , in which the peak stress always occurs at the shear wave front, the peak stress in the present case should occur at the front of an interface wave. When the ratio of shear wave speeds of the two materials are known, we can find the position of the peak stress ahead of the crack tip at any time t > t init . Figure 5 shows the normalized position of the peak ξ/(C s1 t init ) for different ratios C s1 /C s2 at time t = 5t init . One can see that the relationship between the position of the peak and the ratio C s1 /C s2 is nonlinear. As C s1 /C s2 tends to be one, i.e., a homogeneous case, the position of the peak approaches to the crack tip, which means supersonic propagation will not occur for a mode III crack in a homogeneous material (at least within the linear elastic framework). Generally speaking, the smaller the ratio C s1 /C s2 , the farther the peak stress emerges away from the moving crack tip. Figure 6 shows curves of the normalized shear stress distributions τ yz /(τ 0 t init ) ahead of the moving crack tip via the normalized distance ξ/(C s1 t init ) from the crack tip, for three different ratios C s1 /C s2 at time t = 5t init . One can see that, in the region of (0,1], the larger the ratio C s1 /C s2 , the larger the peak stress ahead of the crack tip. ξ/(C s1 t init )
Fig. 6 Distributions of the normalized shear stress σ yz /(τ 0 t init ) ahead of the propagating interface crack tip as a function of the normalized distance ξ/(C s1 t init ) from the crack tip at time t = 5t init and velocity v = C s1 , for three different ratios of shear wave speeds C s1 /C s2
Further discussions
The present study, along with the previous studies on crack motion along biomaterial interfaces, indicates that the limiting speed of crack motion is determined by the stiff material of the system, even though the soft material can impose one or a number of velocity barriers to reach that limiting speed. Whenever the crack reaches a velocity barrier, a stress peak develops ahead of the crack and, when it reaches the limiting strength of the material, a supersonic daughter crack forms at the location of the peak stress, overcoming the velocity barrier. This process can be repeated if there exist more than one velocity barriers, as demonstrated by Buehler and Gao [10] . We would like to point out that the above description of crack motion is limited to linear elastic materials. In nonlinear or inelastic materials, supersonic cracks can exist even in homogeneous materials. Indeed, molecular dynamics simulation [3] [4] [5] and experiments [45] have shown both super-Rayleigh mode I crack motion and supersonic mode II crack motion. In order to explain the observed supersonic crack motion, Buehler et al. [12] and Buehler and Gao [11] performed atomistic simulations to show that hyperelasticity, the elasticity at large strains, plays a crucial role in supersonic fracture by dominating crack behavior when the size of the hyperelastic region approaches a characteristic length scale associated with local energy flow near the crack tip. The study of Buehler et al. [12] provides a strong support for an earlier hypothesis made by Gao [21, 22] and Abraham [1] that hyperelastic effects at the crack tip could govern the dynamic behaviors of a crack and change the limiting speed of cracks by enhancing or reducing local energy flow. Marder [44, 45] pointed out that inelastic dissipation could also give rise to super-Rayleigh or supersonic fracture. Guo et al. [28] analyzed a mode III crack in steady-state motion and showed that the possible existence of supersonic fracture relies on two conditions: the upturn stress-strain relation and sufficient pre-stress. Guozden and Jagla [29] found supersonic motion of a mode III crack in a lattice model with elastic stiffening at large deformation. These studies have fundamentally expanded our understanding of the limiting crack speeds beyond linear elastic theories of solids. We do not pursue more details here.
